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Summary 

This article focuses on highlighting the relationship between post-traumatic stress and bullying. 
All studies agree that psychological trauma is the result of having lived through a traumatic event 
and we can consider that the micro trauma suffered by a mobbing victim is comparable to a 
single traumatic situation. This communication aims to promote an effective treatment 
approach with victims of Moral Harassment at Work based on what we have been doing for 
years. The recovery of the victim of moral harassment is not easy, and therefore it must be 
included in a broader model of intervention, the so-called systemic approach to mobbing. This 
paper describes the mainstays of the recovery of the proposed model for victim intervention 
consisting of the application of systems theory to bullying. No one doubts that chronic abuse 
can create serious psychological damage and that long after the harassment has ended, many 
victims are still affected. The harm of bullying can continue to haunt the survivor long after the 
danger has passed and we can even claim that survivors of prolonged bullying develop 
characteristic personality changes. Based on our experience in intervention and recovery of 
victims of moral harassment, we can affirm that the approach and coping with a mobbing 
situation and its recovery are possible. We hope this article helps to promote new therapeutic 
care for victims of mobbing. 

 



Abstract 

This article is centered in emphasizing the relation between moral post-traumatic stress and harassment. 
All the studies agree in which the psychological trauma is the turn out to have lived a traumatic event and 
we can consider that micro trauma that a victim of mobbing undergoes they are comparable to an only 
traumatic situation. This communication has the purpose of promoting an effective boarding of treatment 
with the victims of Harassment Moral in the Work basing to us on which already we have been coming 
making for years. The recovery of the moral victim of harassment is not far from easy, and for that reason 
it has to include itself in an ampler model of intervention, the denominated systemic boarding of mobbing. 
In this communication the props of the recovery of the model proposed for the consisting of intervention 
with victims the application of the theory of the systems are described to the harassment moral. Nobody 
doubts that a chronic abuse can create a serious psychological damage and that time after she has finished 
the harassment, many victims, follow affected. The damage of the harassment can continue tormenting 
the survivor much after it has passed the danger and we even can affirm that the survivors of prolonged 
harassments develop characteristic changes of personality. Taking care of our experience in intervention 
and moral recovery of victims of harassment we can affirm that the boarding and the facing of a situation 
of mobbing and its recovery are possible. We wished that this article contributes to promote a new 
therapeutic attention to the victims of mobbing. 

 

Introduction 

At the moment of trauma, the victim is defenceless against an overwhelming force, when this 
destructive force comes from nature we speak of disasters, but when it comes from another 
human being we speak of atrocities. Therefore, studying psychological trauma is facing both 
human vulnerability in the world and the ability to do harm that is in human nature. All studies 
agree that psychological trauma is the result of having experienced a traumatic event. Traumatic 
events destroy the victim's fundamental concepts of world security, the positive value of the 
person and the meaning of life. Traumatic events are extraordinary not because they occur 
rarely, but because they overcome the habitual adaptations of human beings to life. Unlike day-
to-day misfortunes, traumatic events usually involve threats to life or physical and mental 
integrity. It is a personal encounter with violence and makes humans face the extremes of 
helplessness and terror, so traumatic events very often cast doubt on basic human relationships. 

We consider that the micro trauma suffered by a mobbing victim is comparable to a single 
traumatic situation typical of catastrophes, as described in the works of Leymann, Hirigoyen, 
González de Rivera and Piñuel, among others. Basically, for what refers to the repercussions on 
the physical and mental health of the victim I Piñuel, a specialist in mobbing, establishes that: 

A worker who has suffered psycho terror or psychological harassment at work for a time 
presents a series of symptoms similar to those of the so-called "Post-Traumatic Stress 
Syndrome" (SEPT), characteristic of victims of assaults, natural disasters (earthquakes, floods), 
air accidents, bombings, rapes, etc. What adds to the typical definition of the SEPT is the fact 
that, just as the victims of all these situations experience a single isolated traumatic event that 
does not happen again, victims of occupational psychoterror often experience repeated attacks, 
threats, ridicule and revile” (2001,78). 

For her part, the French therapist M.F. Hirigoyen states that: 

Moral harassment constitutes trauma in the same way that it can be an armed robbery or rape 
”(2001,138) and highlights that“ the most serious traumatic situations are found in cases of 
moral harassment in which the person It is isolated, “alone against all”, and much less when it 



comes to employer abuse, a situation in which solidarity allows a certain distance to be adopted 
”(2001,139). 

We know that traumatic events destroy normal protection systems, those that give people a 
sense of control, connection and meaning, therefore, we accept that the common denominator 
of psychological trauma is a feeling of "immense fear, of helplessness, loss of control and threat 
of annihilation” in the victim. 

 

Concept and definition of mobbing 

We will analyse the concept of mobbing as a previous step to deepen the most appropriate 
treatment for those affected by bullying. The first definition of the term of mobbing is due to 
Leymann who acquired it from a Lorenz work on ethology. Other authors who have defined the 
concept are the French therapist M.F Hirigoyen, and the Spanish J-L González de Rivera and I. 
Piñuel from the discipline of psychiatry and psychology. The last definition comes from the 
judicial sector in particular from Judge Ramón Gimeno Lahoz, who defines it as "biased labour 
pressure aimed at self-elimination of the victim" (1). The proposed wording for the twenty-third 
edition of the Dictionary of the Royal Spanish Academy of Language defines moral or 
psychological harassment, such as: 

"The practice exercised in personal relationships, especially in the workplace, consisting of 
humiliating and disqualifying treatment of a person, in order to destabilize them psychically." 
(two) 

The author's definition of this work provides conceptual clarity since it describes the objective, 
the method, the strategy, and the result or consequence of mobbing, in such a way that the 
objective is defined as the stalker's interest in destruction psychological of the victim, being the 
method used the rumour, the strategy is the use of a group as an attacker, and the consequence 
is the defencelessness of the victim; Let's see the full definition: 

"Psychological harassment at work aims to destroy the psychological stability of a human being, 
through discredit and rumour mill. It is practiced by group harassment in such a way that the 
stigmatized victim cannot defend himself, cannot speak, or that his word is no longer of any 
value. The victim's helplessness comes from the passivity of the witnesses to the violence, who 
allow the destruction of another human being in an unworthily cowardly way” (3). 

In other works (4) the author describes two outstanding elements to the concept of mobbing, 
in addition to the importance of the group element already described, she adds the role of 
covering up fraud in any situation of moral harassment at work. Very interesting aspects, but 
they will not be detailed for exceeding the claims of this work, so for further study, the author's 
work is referred to. 

Taking into account all the definitions of bullying at work or mobbing, we can conclude that 
bullying at work is the strategy designed to harm another human being by the instigator and 
that succeeds to the extent that nobody helps to the victim. The consequences on the worker 
affected by mobbing are similar to the damage suffered by the survivor of a trauma in which the 
human element intervenes, in both cases, the victim is horrified to realize that it was expendable 
for their own people, and it is necessary Note that this is an aspect to be addressed in 
therapeutic intervention with those affected by mobbing. In the victims of mobbing the 



indifference of the companions destroys their faith in the community because the traumatic 
events themselves imply a betrayal of important relationships. 

 

Traumatic stress and mobbing 

The core of this article focuses on highlighting the relationship between post-traumatic stress 
and bullying, in order to enable a true recovery of the victim. Although it is true, as Leymann 
described in 1996 that situations of occupational stress may be the breeding ground for 
mobbing, what we want to highlight in this work is the post-traumatic stress suffered by a victim 
of mobbing as a consequence of the psychological abuse of that has been submitted, a fact that 
already in 2001, was highlighted by M. F Hirigoyen when he stated that moral harassment at 
work produces in the victim: 

"Traumatic neurosis, and, more rarely, traumatic psychosis (...) which corresponds, to DSM IV, 
to the state of post-traumatic stress" (2001,139). 

In the study carried out in 2006 by a group of psychologists from Madrid, which appeared in the 
Journal of the Official College of Psychologists on May 29, 2006 (6), it is stated that: “Victims of 
workplace bullying may suffer a stress disorder post traumatic”. The sample of the study carried 
out by psychologists from the Autonomous University of Madrid was made up of 366 
participants, divided into two groups. A group consisting of 183 victims of psychological 
harassment at work (mobbing) who met the temporal criteria taken into account to conceive of 
a situation as mobbing, namely, harassment behaviours must take place frequently (at least 
once a week) and for at least six months. The control group consisted of 183 workers, none of 
whom was considered harassed. According to the results obtained, victims of psychological 
harassment presented a high probability (42.6%) of experiencing post-traumatic stress 
symptoms, being more likely in women (49%) than in men (35.3%). Victims of bullying were also 
found to present a more negative view of the world, of themselves and others than the control 
group. We reproduce the authors' comments, as significant as they are for the recovery of the 
victims: 

"It seems that the belief in a benevolent and meaningful world, the illusion of invulnerability and 
personal control, the belief that others can be trusted, the image and self-concept of victims of 
bullying are severely damaged, as a consequence of the experience of psychological harassment 
at work ". The study continues affirming that "the traumatic event alters the perception of the 
world that people have, which puts them in a state of hopelessness and helplessness, since they 
are not able to interpret what happened using their habitual thought patterns." 

According to the authors of this study, to which we join, it is essential to make an accurate 
diagnosis of post-traumatic stress disorder in victims of bullying at work. 

 

Symptomatology 

In this section we want to highlight both the symptoms that will show us that we are in the 
presence of a post-traumatic stress situation as a result of workplace harassment and to state 
the diagnostic difficulties in order to promote an effective treatment approach with the victim 
of A.M.T. (Moral harassment at work). 



Traumatic syndromes cannot be treated properly if they are not diagnosed, and you must be 
fully aware of all the disguises under which a traumatic disorder may appear. We must bear in 
mind that the issue of diagnosis is not so simple with patients who have suffered prolonged and 
repeated trauma. Disguised presentations are common. 

Initially, the patient may complain only of physical symptoms, chronic insomnia or anxiety, 
intractable depression, or having troubled relationships. 

Often an explicit questioning is needed to determine whether the patient lives in a state of fear 
present by someone's violence, or has lived in fear at some point in the past. The most frequent 
symptoms in victims of mobbing are those of a post-traumatic stress situation, with sleep 
disturbances, general tiredness, negative ideas especially about the future, and the future 
possibilities of the individual. Also, the presence of a varied form of physical symptoms, such as 
headaches, pain, low back pain, digestive problems, ringing in the ears, hypertension, 
respiratory problems, tension, etc. that all of them, even being part of the trauma process, can 
be denied for a long time. 

Of course, somewhat more specific symptoms also appear, such as anxiety, anguish, inability, 
difficulty or lack of desire to perform tasks that previously could be done without problems 
(going out, meeting others, etc.). And, as time goes by, other somewhat more specific symptoms 
appear such as difficulty concentrating, forgetfulness, memory loss, lack of energy in general or 
lack of desire, not finding a taste for things, or find them meaningless. All of this comes before 
even more specific pictures in which the victim of bullying avoids doing things, locks up, fear 
prevails, and exaggerated caution, and ruminates or remembering images of something that 
happened to them, or lived personally, together with a state of constant alteration. It is also very 
frequent to find a state of almost constant irritability and violence, in victims of moral 
harassment, which causes conflicts of all kinds and exhausts them more, giving us the feeling of 
greater frustration. 

Symptoms have repercussions in several ways, because unlike isolated crises and caused by a 
single event (victims of an attack, natural disasters, etc.), a differential factor must be 
considered, and that is the repetition of traumatic events and the diffusion, in different ways, of 
the traumatizing message (media, comments, etc.), this leads to a constant state of 
revictimization in the victim of mobbing. In addition, to the diagnostic difficulty motivated both 
by the disguise in which the situation arises and by the re-victimization, an additional element 
must be pointed out, which has a greater impact on that difficulty and is related to the victim's 
blame. 

Because post-traumatic symptoms are so persistent and so varied, they can be confused with 
personality traits of the victim. We know that long after the harassment has ended, many 
affected still feel that part of them has died, and some victims, the most afflicted, wish they 
were dead. The threat of annihilation that defines the harassment can torment the survivor long 
after the danger has passed. 

That is why it is not strange to see former workers affected by mobbing that present important 
consequences long after the contractual relationship has ended. It should be noted that, in the 
violence exerted by other human beings, unlike natural catastrophes, traumatized people feel 
absolutely abandoned, and alone, exiled from the human system of care and protection. 

It is from that moment on, that in each relationship, from the closest family ties to community 
affiliations, a feeling of alienation and disconnection will settle in. Therefore, it is necessary to 



include in the therapeutic intervention of the affected partner or a close family member, since 
through this third party the recovery of affective bonds will begin. Their mere presence is a prop 
in the reconnection of human relationships that will gradually cease to be dominated by 
alienation. The traumatic event has destroyed the belief that one can be "oneself" in relation to 
others. The victim of mobbing feels that he must change his way of being and feeling. We know, 
by definition, that traumatic events frustrate initiative and destroy individual competition. It 
doesn't matter how brave and resourceful the victim is; his actions were insufficient to avoid 
disaster. 

After traumatic events, victims review and judge their own behaviour, and feelings of guilt and 
inferiority are virtually universal, and must be counted on in recovery therapy. Most people are 
unaware of the psychological changes that take place in the victim of bullying, and that is why 
social judgment on chronically traumatized people is often excessively harsh. 

The apparent helplessness and passivity of the repeatedly abused person, the fact that they 
have been trapped in an unsustainable situation, along with their intractable depression and 
somatic complaints, in addition to their burning anger, often frustrate those around them. But 
there is still more: if the person affected was coerced and, in his actions, to stop the harassment 
to which he was subjected, he even betrayed relationships, loyalties or moral values, it is 
frequent that, in these conditions, the victim is subjected to a furious sentence. It is important, 
in the therapeutic process, to review the victim's behaviour prior to harassment and to address 
the various submissions to the perverse stalker in the seduction phase. 

The affected person must be released. People who have never experienced prolonged terror or 
who are unaware of coercive methods of control assume that, under similar circumstances, they 
would show greater courage and resistance than the victim. This is why there is a tendency to 
explain the victim's behaviour by finding defects in his personality or moral character. We cannot 
fail to point out that this tendency to blame the victim has strongly influenced the direction of 
psychological research. It has led investigators and doctors to seek an explanation for the 
character of the victim, and has designed victim profiles. It is clear that normal and healthy 
people can be trapped in abusive work situations for a long time, but it is also true that, after 
fleeing them, they are no longer normal or healthy. Chronic abuse can create serious 
psychological harm. The tendency to blame the victim has hampered psychological 
understanding and diagnosis of post-traumatic syndrome; since the situation of abuse has often 
been attributed to the alleged underlying psychopathology of the victim instead of 
conceptualizing her psychopathology as a response to the situation of harassment. Patients 
suffering from the complex effects of chronic trauma continue to be at risk of being 
misdiagnosed with personality disorders. 

The temptation to apply a pejorative diagnosis becomes stronger when caregivers tire of those 
chronically unhappy people who never seem to get better. It is very common for victims of 
bullying at work to break previously satisfactory relationships, many of them lose partners and 
friends who tire of always hearing the same story. In dealing with victims of mobbing, I 
recommend that you change this attitude with friends and that the desire to talk about the 
trauma experienced is limited to the therapeutic environment and that you try to enjoy the 
activities you do with friends. 

Now, we can affirm that survivors of prolonged bullying develop characteristic personality 
changes, including deformations in the ability to relate, which is why, very often, they lose the 
ability to enjoy the company of friends, and this aspect must also be addressed. . We have 



already described how traumatic events destroy normal protective systems that give people a 
sense of control, connection and meaning. Thus traumatic reactions take place when action is 
useless, that is, when it is neither possible to resist nor to escape, then the human self-defence 
system feels overwhelmed and disorganized. 

It is in these situations that traumatic events produce profound and lasting changes in the 
victim's physiological response, in his emotions, his cognitive capacity and his lack of memory. 
Based on this characteristic, in the recovery of the victims of mobbing I include the acquisition 
of the initiative in the treatment, as an empowerment, aspect that I will develop later. Let us 
now focus on the typical symptoms that a mobbing victim suffers. 

The many symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder can be classified into three main 
categories: hyperactivation, intrusion, and constriction. 

Hyperactivation reflects the persistent expectation of danger. The most important symptoms 
are the following: the person is easily startled (exaggerated alertness), reacts with irritation to 
small provocations (irritability and explosive behaviour) and sleeps poorly (nightmares). 

Instead, the intrusion reflects the indelible mark of the traumatic moment. Victims relive the 
facts over and over again in their thoughts, dreams, and actions (wanting to reverse the situation 
unconsciously or hiddenly). The harassed person continues to face a difficult situation, in which 
he has failed to play a satisfactory role, so he continues to make efforts to adapt. Reliving the 
trauma can suppose the possibility of mastering it, that's why the therapies that I carry out with 
victims of bullying contemplate this fact. 

The constriction reflects the dull response of surrender. Then the person closes in on himself, 
there is alteration of consciousness as protection from excruciating pain. The symptoms are: 
suspension of initiative and critical judgment, subjective withdrawal or calm, analgesia, 
distortion of reality and depersonalization. Dissociation is an attempt to forget the growing 
sense of helplessness and terror. It is a way of escaping difficulties, by limiting actions (they stop 
doing things, they stay at home) and the initiative is paralyzed. 

After an overwhelming experience of danger, the two contradictory intrusion and constriction 
responses alternate in an attempt to find balance. Often the victim has terrifying nightmares or 
thoughts about the terrible experience she had, and tries to stay away from anything that 
reminds her of that horrible moment. It may also be that you feel angry and don't care about 
anyone or can't trust other people. He is always on the defensive, aware of any danger, and feels 
very bad when something happens that takes him by surprise. Symptoms evolve, and as 
intrusive symptoms decrease, avoidance or constrictive symptoms begin to dominate. The 
traumatized person no longer seems frightened and can regain his former way of life, but the 
mechanism of stripping events of their normal meaning persists. Constrictive symptoms are not 
easily recognizable, since their importance lies in what is missing: restriction of the inner life and 
external activity of the traumatized person and can be considered as sequels of mobbing. 

 

Treatment with people affected by mobbing 

Before delving into the model proposed by the European Mobbing Information Service for victim 
intervention, it is necessary to point out some previous concepts, such as the four pillars on 
which therapeutic intervention with victims of A.M. T. (Moral Harassment at Work). We have 
already seen that the central experiences of psychological trauma are helplessness and 



disconnection with others; therefore, recovery will consist of giving power back to the victim, in 
such a way that he / she can go from a role of victim to one of survivor by creating new 
connections. We have to keep it in mind, recovery can only occur within the context of 
relationships, it cannot occur in isolation; This is why the therapist-victim bond is so important. 

The first principle of recovery, as we have previously stated, is for the affected party to regain 
power. The victim must be the author and arbiter of her own recovery. Others can give advice, 
support, help, affection and care, but not the cure. I especially like the phrase of some people 
affected by mobbing, "from mobbing they don't get you out, you get out." Therefore, no 
intervention that takes away the victim's power can boost his recovery, even if it seems to be 
done for his own good. I affirm that the cornerstones of recovery will therefore be four: to 
acquire power, to break the isolation, to acquire attitudes of real defence on the part of the 
victim, and to create a therapist-patient bond. 

The restoration of power to the victims is carried out by eliminating the dynamics of dominance 
in dealing with them. We must manage to reduce the isolation of the victim and the obsession 
in the case itself by participating in artistic or solidarity tasks. It is possible to break the feeling 
of helplessness by increasing the victim's choice, on the one hand, and by acquiring the 
commitment to prioritize his own recovery over other individual or family needs. It should also 
be noted that working with victimized people requires a moral attitude of commitment. The 
therapist must take a position of solidarity with the victim, which requires an understanding of 
the essential injustice of the traumatic experience and of the need for a resolution that returns 
to the victim some sense of justice. The therapeutic context must validate your experience and 
at the same time recognize and stimulate your efforts. 

Based on our experience in intervention and recovery of victims of moral harassment, we can 
affirm that recovery takes place in three phases. The main task of the first phase is to establish 
security; that of the second, memory and mourning; that of the third, the reconnection with 
normal life. There is no recovery process that follows these phases in a constant linear sequence. 
Progression through the recovery phases is like a spiral in which previous topics are continually 
revisited, but each time with a higher level of integration. The evaluation indicators refer to the 
feeling of security, memory and social connection. Thus, over the course of a successful recovery 
it should be possible to recognize a gradual shift from a sense of unpredictable danger to reliable 
security, from dissociated trauma to recognized memory, and from stigmatized isolation to 
restoration of social connection. 

Often one of the unresolved issues is that the victim has difficulties in the therapeutic 
relationship. Trauma destroys the patient's ability to create a trusting relationship, and that also 
has a powerful, albeit indirect, impact on the therapist. 

As a result, both the patient and the therapist will have predictable difficulties creating an 
alliance that works. These difficulties must be understood and anticipated from the beginning. 
Perhaps with a written commitment at the start of therapy? The traumatic transfer not only 
reflects the experience of terror, but also that of helplessness. Remember that the victim is 
completely defenceless at the time of the trauma. 

Unable to defend herself, she asks for help, but no one comes to her aid. She feels totally 
abandoned. The memory of this experience dominates all subsequent relationships. The greater 
the victim's conviction of his helplessness and abandonment, the more desperately he needs an 
omnipotent rescuer. It often gives that role to the therapist. Because you feel that your life 
depends on a rescuer, you cannot afford to be tolerant; there is no place for human error. The 



helpless and desperate anger that the traumatized person feels towards a rescuer who falters, 
even momentarily, in his work is something to consider. 

Many traumatized people feel great anger towards caregivers who try to help them, and harbour 
revenge fantasies. In these fantasies they wish to reduce the disappointed and envied therapist 
to the same unbearable condition of terror, helplessness, and shame that they themselves have 
suffered. Although the traumatized patient feels a desperate need to trust the therapist's 
integrity and competence, she is unable to do so because her confidence has been damaged by 
the traumatic experience. The patient enters the therapeutic relationship prey to all kinds of 
doubts and suspicions. It usually assumes that the therapist is either unable or unwilling to help 
and, until proven otherwise, assumes that she is not prepared to hear the true story of the 
trauma. When the trauma has been repeated and prolonged, as occurs in cases of moral 
harassment, the patient's expectations of a perverse or evil intention are especially difficult to 
change, forming a picture of hypervigilance, in addition, patients who have been subjected to 
chronic trauma they have complex transfer reactions. Their prolonged relationship with the 
harasser has altered the way they relate, so that the patient not only fears being a victim again, 
but also seems unable to defend herself against it, or even seems to propitiate it. The dynamics 
of domination and submission are reproduced in all subsequent relationships, including therapy. 
Chronically traumatized people have a fine tuning in to non-conscious or non-verbal 
communication. 

For a long time, they got used to reading the emotional and cognitive states of their bullies, so 
they bring this ability to the therapeutic relationship. Because she has no confidence in the 
therapist's positive intentions, she constantly misinterprets her motives and reactions. Very 
often the patient seeks confirmation of her conviction that all human relationships are corrupt. 
The recovery of the victim of moral harassment is not easy, and therefore it must be included in 
a broader intervention model, the so-called systemic approach to mobbing developed and 
proposed by the author of this article in previous works. 

 

Systemic Mobbing Approach 

The systemic intervention of mobbing consists in understanding that moral harassment is a 
social phenomenon with serious repercussions on the victim's health, so it is necessary to be 
able to intervene in each and every one of the groups involved to resolve the situation; 
Undoubtedly, the individual treatment of the affected person must be included, but the 
resolution of the situation involves further expanding the intervention and not limiting it to an 
exclusively individual treatment. 

The mental illness of those affected by AMT has serious repercussions on their health. The most 
common symptoms of the affectation on the victim's health, as we have already described, are: 
among its primary effects, headaches, muscle and joint pain, alterations in personal 
relationships and irritability, which can lead to disorders anxiety, panic attacks, feeling of 
imminent death or heart disease. They are psychological damage, not visible, but which, many 
times, somatise physical damage and can range from dermatitis to insomnia or stress, including 
depression, gastrointestinal diseases and various infections. What does seem clear is that, on 
many occasions, they can be irreversible. Victims lose memory and concentration and, above 
all, there is a decrease in self-esteem and self-confidence. 



It should be noted that the more the harassment progresses, the health effects are greater and 
when all these measures have failed and the worker has been seriously damaged, it is urgent to 
give them adequate attention to help them resolve their situation and not to aggravate their 
suffering; For this reason, I propose the following intervention model for those affected by AMT 
based on two axes of simultaneous intervention: on the one hand, systemic intervention and, 
on the other, the individual therapeutic approach. 

The essence of individual treatment has already been described in the previous lines, in this 
section we will focus on developing, briefly, the systemic intervention model. We cannot fail to 
mention that in Social Ecology there are 4 systems involved: the onto system, the microsystem, 
the exosystem and the macrosystem. The application of systems theory to bullying consists in 
understanding that the onto system refers to the capacities of the affected person, basic in 
individual therapy. The microsystem refers to the family and the affective environment of the 
victim, which we have already commented that we are used to integrating them into therapeutic 
interviews. The exosystem refers to the social support network (health, judicial, unions, etc.). It 
is therefore essential that the social therapist maintain fluid coordination with legal 
professionals who deal with the various judicial processes as well as with others. professionals 
of the unit that take part in the improvement of the health of the victim. In the exosystem, the 
existence of significant adults, also called follow-up tutors (whether in the health, judicial or 
union system) is very important; and in this regard it is worth highlighting the experience of the 
Red-3 project of the association of people affected by the Balearic Islands (ANAMIB). Instead, 
the macrosystem is made up of the social system, and refers to both the social culture and the 
existing public policies in that society. 

A good or bad resolution of a harassment process can be predicted based on the analysis of 
these elements. Thus, a good resolution of a harassment process will be based on the analysis 
of the elements of the social system, namely: the capabilities of the victim herself (onto system), 
the attitudes of family and friends (microsystem), the resources of the support network 
(exosystem) and the way of acting of the social system (macrosystem). For further study of the 
systemic approach to mobbing, I recommend reading the author's previous work, as this article 
is limited to the relationship between trauma and mobbing. 

 

Conclusions 

To end this paper, we want to highlight that the benefit of a good therapeutic intervention with 
victims of mobbing is possible. The traumatized person is often relieved to know the true name 
of their condition. By recognizing your diagnosis, you begin to master it. She is no longer 
immobilized because the trauma already has a name, and she discovers that there is a language 
for her experience. She also discovers that she is not alone, that others have suffered in a similar 
way; and she's not crazy, because traumatic syndromes are normal human responses to extreme 
circumstances; and, finally, she discovers that she is not doomed to always suffer from this 
condition, but can recover, as others have done previously. 

The therapist, who must help a victim of bullying at work to regain his emotional balance, must 
know that he is facing a severely injured human being whose cognitive capacity may be altered. 
We believe that a knowledge of the advantages and difficulties that can arise in individual 
treatment with victims of mobbing can help improve therapeutic care. We hope this article has 
contributed to providing healthcare professionals with a good tool to provide mobbing victims 
with the therapeutic care they deserve. 
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cannot defend himself, cannot speak, or that his word is no longer of any value. The victim's 
helplessness comes from the passivity of the witnesses to the violence, who allow the 
destruction of another human being in an unworthily cowardly way” in" La Comunicación en el 
Mobbing "presented at the First Iberoamerican Symposium on Ergonomics and Psychosociology. 
Aviles. October 2005. Published in CD of the Event, also in nº 160 of the magazine "Seguridad" 
edited by the Commission of Security in the Iron and Steel Industry of Avilés pag.13-33 ISSN 
0378-9551 and in "La Comunicación en el Mobbing" (online) (ref 10-30-05). Available at the 
Acoso Moral site www.acosomoral.org/pdf/ResumAviles.PDF and at 
www.elergonomista.com/comunicacionmobbing.htm 

(4) Parés Soliva, Marina. Conceptual approach to the cover-up of a fraud in "The phases of 
Mobbing", presentation of the V National Congress of the Mexican Association of Labour 
Studies. In Oaxtepec. May 2006. Published at www.acosomoral.org/pdf/Amet06/Paresm19.pdf 
and in the chapter "Language in mobbing" in: When work punishes us. Debates on mobbing in 
Mexico, Florencia Peña, Patricia Ravelo and Sergio G. Sánchez (coordinators), Eóns and UAM-
Azcapotzalco, Mexico, and SEDISEM, Barcelona, pp. 81-97. 

(5) In www.acosomoral.org Zapf, Knorz and Kulla, in 1996, are: and in “Mobbing at the 
University” Rosa Peñasco (2005,117). 

(6) Source: Infocop on line, Journal of the Official College of Psychologists. May 29, 2006. 
www.cepvi.com/noticias/noticias20.shtml 
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DEFINITION 

The definition of stress by the National Institute for Safety and Hygiene at Work is: "the 
physiological, psychological and behavioural response of an individual who tries to adapt and 
adjust to internal and external pressures". 

The stimuli that trigger stress are: work overloads, little work, monotony, repetition of tasks, 
strained social relationships, changes in the organization. However, mobbing goes further. 
Although people who have suffered or suffer from it suffer stress. 

 

CRITERIA 

Posttraumatic Stress Syndrome criteria. There are five criteria defined by Heinz Leymann and 
Annalie Gustafsson. 

Criterion A: The person has witnessed an extreme experience, difficult to overcome. 

Criterion B: The traumatic event is permanently relived. 

Criterion C: The person makes a permanent effort to avoid similar situations. 

Criterion D: The person is in a permanent state of hypersensitivity and has difficulty sleeping. 

Criterion E: The set of some of these symptoms must last for at least one month. 

 

CONSEQUENCES 

Consequences of Stress - For Leymann and Gustafsson, the consequences are different 
depending on the predominant symptoms, obsessive or depressive. 

The Obsession: An obsession appears for each of the humiliations received and the victim is 
shown: 

- hostile and suspicious 

- there are manifestations of rage and anger 

- identifies with the suffering of others and with injustices. 

Depression: A permanent feeling of inner emptiness appears and the victim feels that: 

- is mired in a feeling of general helplessness 

- believes that no one can help her. 

 

THE MOTIVES 

The reasons why a person becomes a target of a stalker are: 

- Becoming a target of a stalker for helping someone who has already been targeted. 

- Being a victim for a cause outside of work 

- Becoming a scapegoat in a workgroup outside a company 



- When several temporarily take the place of the scapegoat 

- Becoming a victim for entering a closed group. 

 

THE HARASSER'S SHELTERS 

The Stalker's Shelters are: hiding behind utilitarian power, using competitiveness, and using the 
excuse of greater control. The strategies of abuse of power vary depending on the phase in 
which the harassment is in an increasing degree. 

- Subtle control phase: Indefinite tasks with the objective of destabilizing the future victim. 

- Explicit control phase: when the victim has already been paralyzed and cornered, the harasser 
is likely to initiate negative comments against his private life, attitudes, ideology, or beliefs. 

- Violent phase of control: threats, screaming and insults appear. 

However, mobbing goes beyond post-traumatic stress. Although people who have suffered or 
suffer from it suffer from stress, what characterizes it are overflowing and disproportionate 
situations, which affect: personal dignity, freedom, intimacy and the deepest feelings of a 
person. 
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